
Home-made power sources
B. The electrochemical battery

Used materials:

• copper plate, 

• a zinc plate, 

• a solution of copper sulphate, 

• a solution of zinc chloride, 

• sandpaper, a salt, water, 

• 2 Berzelius glasses of the same height, 

• a “U”-shaped wand, cotton, 

• a consumer and a voltmeter.

Instructions:

The solutions of copper sulphate are put in each Berzelius glass, respectively the zinc

chloride. The plates must be well polished with sandpaper in order to remove the oxides. The

“U”-shaped wand is filled with salt, which has been dissolved in water before, then the ends are

blocked with cotton. The copper plate is introduced in the glass that contains copper sulphate,

and the zinc plate goes into the glass with zinc chloride, and the “U”-shaped wand is introduced



by each end in a glass. Finally, the consumer or voltmeter is connected to the both plates (the

positive coil = the copper plate, and the negative coil = the zinc plate)

Voltmeter measuring 0V before introducing the salt bridge

Voltmeter measuring 0.5V after introducing the salt bridge

Explanations:

 When a plate of transitional metal, for example copper, is introduced in a solution with the

ions of the same metal, such as a solution of copper sulphate, a certain balance between the



metal in solid shape and the metal from the watery solution. When a part of the metal from the

plate dissolves and goes into watery ions, the electrons are given away, and are laid down on the

plate, thus giving it a negative character. This would represent about half of the electrical cell.

The size of the negative charge depends on how good a reducing agent is the used material. So,

if one was to use halves of the cell made of different metals and link through a salt bridge(to

ensure the balance in the solutions), one of the metals would have a bigger negative potential

than the other, the two metallic plates having also a different potential. The difference of

potential causes the movement of the electrons from the plate with bigger negative potential to

the one with less negative potential, thus creating a cell that gives off electrical power (or an

electrochemical battery). By connecting serially more cells of this type, we can make a bulb give

light.

Observations:

In order to obtain greater tensions of approximately 3-4 V, one can obtain are

electrochemical battery by introducing the plates that have just been used in a solution of

sulphuric acid or nitric acid or by connecting the plates to the consumer or the voltmeter.

Materials used for the acid battery



Voltmeter showing approximately 2V


